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translation work, like their counterparts in China)" was not known to D'Alviella. It too must be left for another study. But if Greek and Israelite ideas were available to Buddhists of the first or second centuries we need not doubt that the gospels also entered their libraries.
Consolation
Bereavement being universal one would expect consolation to be uniform in objects and methods. Admittedly Christian consolation has peculiar features which modify, whilst following, pagan conventions in the genre. 18 Jewish consolation, not neglecting Job, acknowledges the will of the 'just Judge' who requires mourners to be comforted'9 as he himself mourns and needs to be consoled.20 Periods of mourning are defined, and the statuses of 'sorrowers' and of' mourners' are respected. 21 That a friend should seek to console a mourner even in silence is universal, and not confined to the learned who know the conventions. 22 
